Award Recipient of the ENERGY STAR Challenge for Industry
CEMEX La Mirada Terminal
14501 Macaw St.
La Mirada, CA 90638

CEMEX is a global building materials company
that provides high-quality cement, ready-mix
concrete and aggregates along with a Superior
Customer Experience through our expansive U.S.
network that includes more than 40 distribution
terminals around the country.
The operations at the La Mirada Terminal began
in 1988, distributing cement that is essential to
construction projects across the Los Angeles
Basin. The terminal receives cement by truck and rail from CEMEX’s Victorville Cement Plant,
the largest cement producer in California. CEMEX USA is expanding its strong Southern
California network, including recently reactivating the rail system at the La Mirada terminal in
efforts to increase efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
In 2016, the La Mirada Terminal achieved a 23.2-percent reduction in energy intensity,
compared to the prior year. The ENERGY STAR® Challenge for Industry is a national call-toaction to improve energy efficiency by 10 percent within five years. The La Mirada Terminal
achieved it in just one year.
Energy consumption at the La Mirada Terminal was reduced by workers completing projects
and executing strategies to improve their onsite energy efficiency. Workers were educated on
energy-management practices and procedures for the proper operation of plant equipment.
Outdated light bulbs at the terminals were replaced with more energy-efficient LED lighting. The
process of enhancing lighting at the terminals continues, and workers at the terminals are
focused on looking for more ways to save energy in the future.
CEMEX’s U.S. network includes 11 cement plants, 43 strategically located distribution
terminals, 57 aggregate quarries and more than 270 ready-mix concrete plants. CEMEX is a
corporate partner of the ENERGY STAR® program and is an active proponent of the
importance of energy efficiency.
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